The Water Law Review continues to appropriate reputation and expertise. In 1997, when students at the University of Denver College of Law first expanded the Colorado Water Court Reporter into the Water Law Review, we all embarked on a journey without knowing exactly where we were going. Many schools have environmental and natural resources law journals, but those journals tend to be general purpose. We wanted something more focused. To guide us in our journey, we created a unique advisory board. The Water Law Review Advisory Board includes some of the most prominent water practitioners, jurists, and scholars in the American West and internationally. They take an active interest in the Review and its future. Over the past twelve years, the journey has taken us farther than we could have imagined. The Water Law Review is one of the best known specialty environmental law reviews in the nation. In the past two years, we have augmented the review with a spring symposium. This year’s symposium, Practical Approaches in Fast-Moving Streams, embodies both the practical and theoretical strength of the Water Law Review’s approach.

-Professor Federico Cheever

The University of Denver Water Law Review is proud to have implemented a paperless production process this school year. Historically, the production of the Water Law Review has been a paper-intensive process. Like all law journals, we verified every assertion and had a paper trail to show our work. When staff editors would “cite and source” an article, they made copies of every document cited every time the author cited it. This has meant thousands of pages per article, long nights in front of the library copier and sore backs from carrying stacks of binders full of water law resources. No longer. Like many law reviews, we have decided to opt out of the paper process for an online one that mirrors our meticulous tradition as much as possible. We search for digital copies of original documents on well-known legal databases, scan books onto the University’s server, and edit all written work digitally. Not only does this save reams of paper per article, but all staff work is accessible to every editor within seconds, greatly increasing productivity and speed of publication. Our decision to go paperless is already paying dividends. During production of this year’s first issue, our staff gathered nearly 4,500 documents, representing over 15,000 pages that would have otherwise been printed. Instead, these pages, over 3 gigabytes of data, now fit on a simple thumb drive costing less than ten dollars. I doubt the journal will ever stop publishing on paper completely, but we have found a great way to improve the journal while saving resources at the same time.

-Paul Tigan’09, Editor-in-Chief, Water Law Review
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The symposium is put on in conjunction with the Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute Conference and offers an excellent opportunity to obtain CLE credits and to network with water-law practitioners and planners. Building on the success of last year's symposium, this year's lineup includes presenters from a variety of backgrounds and practice areas, offering something for everyone.

The symposium will begin with lectures by University of Denver Law Professor and Director of the Environmental Law Clinic, Dr. Fadia Daibes, and Assistant Dean Dan Vigil and the Colorado Law Environmental Law Clinic. Following the lectures, the symposium will shift to panels featuring speakers from law firms, state regulatory agencies, and non-profit organizations. The afternoon will conclude with a keynote address by Dr. John B. Carley, Jr., President of the University of Colorado Boulder, on the topic of environmental problem-solving in the 21st century.

The symposium will be held in the University of Denver's Sturm College of Law, with events scheduled from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on March 4, 2009. Breakfast and lunch will be provided, and CLE credits will be available for purchase. For more information, please visit www.law.du.edu/waterlawreview or contact the symposium organizers at symposium@law.du.edu.
THE 2009 WATER LAW REVIEW SYMPOSIUM

On March 4, 2009, the University of Denver Water Law Review will host its second annual symposium. The event will take place at the University of Denver Sturm College of Law from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with a reception to follow.

The symposium is put on in conjunction with the Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute Conference and offers an excellent opportunity to obtain CLE credits and to network with water-law practitioners and planners. Building on the success of last year’s symposium, this year’s lineup includes presenters from a variety of backgrounds and practice areas, offering something for everyone.

The symposium will begin with lectures by University of Denver Law Professor and Assistant Dean Dan Vigil and Cynthia F. Covell, a director at Alpersstein & Covell PC. Dr. Vigil will provide participants with an understanding of the fundamentals of water law while Covell, a member and former chair of the Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee, will discuss ethical issues and conflicts of interest.

Next, keynote speaker Adel Amos, Director of the Environment and Natural Resources Program at the University of Oregon School of Law, will present her paper “Advancing Freshwater Conservation Efforts in the Context of Energy and Climate Policy.” Her paper will be published in Volume 12 of the University of Denver Water Law Review.

The afternoon begins with a panel of speakers from water conservation groups who will discuss green developments in water law. The panel includes Amy Beatie, executive director of the Colorado Water Trust. Beatie worked to improve water resources affected by coal-related methane development.

Beatie is CWT’s steward, mentor, and friend, Beatie’s vocation is one of service. As a lawyer, she mentors students, provides guidance to the DU Law Student Environmental Law Clinic, and receives guidance from her natural resources professors. As a lawyer, Beatie is dedicated to her conservation goals by acquiring water rights. Beatie, a strong-voiced and creative person, understands non-profit work to be her “muse.” Her decision to go to law school meant reevaluating and swearing she wouldn’t go back to school, but the opportunity to pursue her conservation goals by working for a non-profit organization. She was always willing to brainstorm with me during my investigation process and responded quickly to my questions. In addition to the liability project, I have learned from her career as a lawyer to be always eager to provide me with new and relevant information as it came her way.
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Beatie was always willing to brainstorm with me during my investigation process and responded quickly to my questions. In addition to the liability project, I have learned from her career as a lawyer to be always eager to provide me with new and relevant information as it came her way.

Today, Beatie is the Executive Director of the Colorado Water Trust (CWT) and was editor-in-chief of DU’s Water Law Review when the journal was in its infancy. Beatie is CWT’s steward, managing the day-to-day operations of the private, non-profit organization, moving conservation efforts forward, and speaking publicly about CWT’s mission and projects. CWT’s mission is to preserve and restore streamflows throughout Colorado, seeking to reach its conservation goals by acquiring water rights, improving stream flows through physical and physical projects, and providing water-related technical aid to land trusts. In a recent acquisition project, Pitkin County, CWT, and the Colorado Water Trust (CWT) and the Colorado Water Trust (CWT) collaborated to place many Pitkin County water rights in a trust to be managed by the CWT as part of Colorado’s Instream Flow Program; this arrangement will allow more water to remain in the Roaring Fork River basin.

A strong-voiced and creative person, Beatie, understands non-profit work to be her “muse.” Her first job as a lawyer was doing non-profit work for the Wyoming Outfitters Association. As a staff attorney, Beatie worked to improve water resources affected by coal-related methane development. The year-long fellowship was a natural outgrowth of work she did for the Council while a student in the Environmental Law Clinic at DU. The following year, Beatie clerked for Colorado Supreme Court Justice Gregory J. Hobbs, Jr. and then worked as an associate attorney for two of Colorado’s well-known water law firms.

For Beatie, law school was a means through which she could gain access to the environmental work that she wanted. Beatie was also delighted to have opportunities to write, to work at the environmental law clinic, and receive guidance from her natural resources professors, particularly Bob Pring and Fred Crevier. She has done much to return the favor.

As a 200 graduate of DU Law, Beatie’s name is still ever-present in the classrooms of DU. She mentors students, provides guidance to the Water Law Review, and employs student interns to complete substantive projects for CWT. Through all of her endeavors, Beatie provides a rich experience for students and conveys the enthusiasm she has for her own work. As a lawyer, she mentors, provides guidance, and receives guidance from her natural resources professors, particularly Bob Pring and Fred Crevier. She has done much to return the favor.
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